
 

 

 

COVID-19 

 ODH Daily Survey Link, Survey link will remain the same each day. 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/88R2KSD 

  

Governor Orders Notification of all Residents and Families if Resident or Staff Member tests 

positive for COVID-19 

Gov. DeWine ordered all nursing homes and LTC facilities which likely includes AL to notify 

families and caregivers of all residents when an employee or resident tests positive for COVID-

19. This notification must be completed within 24 hours.  Additionally, the state will begin 

releasing the names and addresses of all long-term care facilities and nursing homes that have a 

minimum of one resident or employee case of COVID-19. They will not be reporting numbers of 

cases (although in Q & A at the Governor’s conference today he contradicted this) or deaths 

related to specific homes. The information will be on the Department of Health website.  We are 

still confirming that it will include Assisted Living, although our suspicion is that it will, given 

the Governor’s comments today and the inclusion of all long-term care facilities and the use of 

the word “homes”.  Other items we are trying to confirm:  Will this be retroactive? Will all 

listings be given per setting type, for example, if a community has both a nursing home and an 

assisted living component? 

 

 

 

Update 

The Ohio Assisted Living Association (OALA) represents the largest 
number of assisted living communities in the state, over 535.  OALA is, and 

has been, a strong voice on all issues affecting assisted living since 1993!  

The Ohio Assisted Living Specialists! 

OALA Update April 13, 2020 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/88R2KSD
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Sample Resident and Family Member Letter if COVID-19 Positive Case 

It’s come to our attention that while an earlier sample letter for residents and families, if there is 

a COVID-19 positive case in your building,  was attached to on one of our updates,  it was  not 

easily accessible on our website.  We’ve linked it again here and have put it up on our COVID-

19 website.  It is on the website in a “fillable” format.  

  

Testing Update 

Leading Age Ohio, in collaboration with National Church Residences, Ohio Living, and other 

area providers and in cooperation with Central Ohio Geriatrics and the Ohio Department of 

Health, Franklin County Health Department and Columbus Health Departments, have created a 

program to provide in facility COVID-19  testing for all Franklin County nursing homes 

and assisted living community residents who require testing.  We have sent out a separate 

Alert to our Franklin County members. (We did find a few RCFs in Franklin County that 

were not listed and are working to have them listed. If you are an ALW provider, you have 

an NPI number that can be used.) The process essentially is for the community to call a central 

call number with requested information for the resident and their facility identifier. In the case of 

AL, it is a number given to them on a list provided. You will need a Dr.’s order for the test for 

the resident. Hopefully, this program will roll out to other contiguous counties soon as well 

as across the State.  Our deepest thanks to all those involved in making this happen. .  

  

Health Care Isolation Centers 

As discussed in an earlier update,  the state has finalized a  plan for Health Care Isolation 

Centers.  These centers which can be an entire freestanding NHs, other healthcare facilities or a 

designated wing of a NH (separate entry, no shared staff, donning and doffing room). They will 

serve COVID-19 confirmed or probable cases no longer requiring hospitalization but still with 

significant medical needs. While earlier we said RCFs were not candidates for these centers, the 

Departments have clarified that a just licensed empty RCF could apply if interested. OALA is 

researching whether these centers might serve to house AL positive or probable cases that cannot 

be safely served in the AL community due to isolation needs (Memory Care residents), lack of 

sufficient staff (no 24 hour nursing or RN) or inability to access required PPE.     

  

Hospital Zones    

Above is a link to a map of the 3 established hospital zones in Ohio and the 8 designated regions 

within those zones. As we move forward, it is advisable to know what zone and region you are 

in.   

  

https://ohioassistedliving.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Sample-Letter-to-Families-Confirmed-COVID-Case.pdf
https://ohioassistedliving.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Health-Care-Isolation-Center-Plan-4-10-20.pdf
https://ohioassistedliving.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Health-Care-Isolation-Center-Plan-4-10-20.pdf
https://ohioassistedliving.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Regional-Hospital-Zones-Map.pdf
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ALW Structural Compliance Reviews Suspended for next 90 days 

OALA learned on Friday from ODA that ALW providers’ structural compliance surveys will be 

suspended for the next 90 days.  If your structural compliance review has already been initiated, 

it can be completed.   

  

Questions from Employer Town Hall Webinar with Sam Lillard of Fisher Phillips 

What new federal regulation provides Paycheck Protection loans? 

The Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act (CARES) addresses Paycheck 

Protection loans.  This Act also provides Small Business Administration Disaster Loans.  

  

What new federal regulation extends the FMLA?  

The Families First Coronavirus Response Act provides extended FMLA benefits and additional 

paid sick leave under certain circumstances, if a business is not exempted under the Department 

of Labor’s definition of healthcare providers.  The DOL has expanded the definition of 

“healthcare workers” to encompass retirement community staff during this healthcare 

crisis.  This expanded definition would include Assisted Living.  However, for an Assisted 

Living community from 1-499 employees to be exempted it needs to apply for exemption and let 

its staff know. *There is no requirement to apply for exemption from this Act.  As a 

healthcare provider, it is assumed.  Additionally, there is no governmental requirement to 

inform your staff. (*Amended 4-14-2020) 

 Technically, as the ACT was effective on April 2, 2020 requests for the exemption should have 

been done by then, however, there was no deadline for requests stated by DOL. Even with an 

exemption, it is our hope and belief that most employers will work with their staff individually to 

address problems stemming from this pandemic.   

  

Do we have to post signs regarding these new laws?  

Employers must post a notice regarding the requirements of the law if you employ 1-499 

employees, whether you seek the exemption or not. If you have over 500 employees, you would 

need to seek the advice of your corporate team to determine if you meet the 500 or more 

threshold.  The Secretary of Labor created a model notice to post or give to employees.    

   

  

OALA Free Webinar (2 CEUs) with Teepa Snow April 21, 

1-2pm Register now!  

https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/WHD/posters/FFCRA_Poster_WH1422_Non-Federal.pdf
https://ohioassistedliving.org/education-center-2/
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Webinar will discuss the unique problems/challenges of 

practicing isolation and social distancing in a cognitively 

impaired population. 

 

 

 

 

Ohio Assisted Living Association 
1335 Dublin Road, Suite 206A, Columbus, OH  43215 

Phone: 614-481-1950, Fax: 614-481-1954 
www.ohioassistedliving.org 

 
The Ohio Assisted Living Association works to ensure that the information provided in email 

updates and on our website is as accurate as possible, however, OALA makes no claims, promises, or 
guarantees about the accuracy of the information provided, noting it is OALA’s interpretation from 

either research or experience. 

http://www.ohioassistedliving.org/

